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DAKOTA DIGITAL SPEEDO & TACH 
COMBO WITH INFORMATION SYSTEM
Dakota-Digital is the leader in digital
instruments and is now taking Harley's
into the 21st century. This fluorescent
digital Speedo & tacho combo with
Information System is the most
advanced assembly ever introduced to
the motorcycle industry. This instrumen-
tation�s readings appear in a green
display that is easily readable in direct
sunlight and offers all of the following
features:

� Speedometer with digital readout in
your choice of �MPH� or �KPH�
� Mounts directly into both the new style
stock dash panel as found on models
with stock electronic driven speedo as
well as in the older dash panels that take
cable driven speedo
� Works with the OEM electronic speedo
pick up as used on 1994 to present
� 1996 to present models require ZPN
731463 Electronic Pick-up Adapter)
� Works with cable drive when the
optional available cable adapter 
ZPN 731464 is used
� Can also be used with the separately
available ZPN 731465 inductive pickup
sensor that reads transmission gear or
sprocket teeth
� Tachometer has �Quick Response� bar
graphic that responds faster than the
factory unit
� The digital odometer and trip
odometer keeps track of your mileage
while the trip odometer can be reset at
the touch of a button
� Neutral indicator has an �Easy to See�
display that flashes when you are in
neutral

� Turn signal indicator is a flashing line
that appears on either right or left side of
the speedometer face when turn signals
are activated and also works with factory
equipped self-canceling turn signals
� Display will flash �LO OIL� when oil
pressure drops and flashing �LO VOL�
warns for voltage drop
� Blue dot will appear when the high
beam is in use

All of these features are activated by simply
splicing into the factory wires. Fits all single
gauge Fat Bob style dashes that use either
cable or electronic driven large FL style
speedometers, including Road King
models. For bikes that run Single Fire
ignition a tach adapter ZPN 232281 is
required.

Fits 1947 to present models with either
cable or electronic drive. Cable driven models
must use cable/digital adapter, electronoc
models use electronic adapter.
731461 �MPH� readout
731462 �KPH� readout

Accessories
731463 Adaptor for 1996 to present 

OEM electronic speedo sender
731464 Cable to Dakota Digital adaptor
731465 Inductive pickup sender

Note: To ensure that there are no
problems with voltage drops causing the
system to shut down we strongly
recommend the use of an electronic
ignition switch ZPN 370050.

DAKOTA ADJUSTMENT UNIT FOR
ELECTRONIC SPEEDOMETERS
Dakota's electronic speedometer
adjustment unit plugs directly into the
stock sockets of 1996 to present
models with the electronic driven
speedometer. This unit allows you to
correct the speedometer and odometer
reading after a change in tire or pulley
size or when a different transmission
(different ratio or 6 Speed) has been
fitted. No cutting or splicing of the stock
wiring harness is required, just plug it in
the 3-pin connector plug between the
transmission sensor and the
speedometer. Two sealed push-button
switches allow the speedometer reading
to be increased or decreased easily
while the bike is being driven. After you
have set the speedometer to the correct
reading, the unit stores the correction
factor, even with the battery
disconnected. The module is completely
sealed from water, dust, and dirt. The
correction range is from 50% to 200%
of the original reading. Small steps
allow precise correction to within 1
MPH or  1 KPH.
236082 Electronic Speedometer 

adjustment unit
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ELECTRONIC SPEEDOMETER
CALIBRATOR
This S&S Electronic Speedometer
Calibrator allows the rider to correct the
electronic driven speedometer as found
on most Big Twin and Sportster models
from 1996 to present. The unit is very
easy to install by unplugging the
connector between the transmission
sensor and speedometer and plugging
these two connectors into the S&S unit.
The calibrator can be used to correct the
difference between actual and indicated
speeds and mileage in 1% increments
between -29% and +69%, a must
when you have fitted a different-than-
stock rear tire size, transmission
sprockets, 6 Speed transmission, or belt
drive pulleys. Unit is only 2 1/4� x 1
1/2� x 1 1/8� to permit a neat
installation and is completely sealed for
protection from weather and vibration.
236690 S&S Electronic 

Speedometer Calibrator

MPH SPEEDOMETER FOR
1996 THRU 1998 SOFTAIL MODELS
This original equipment electronic
speedometer can be used on all models
with the transmission mount electronic
speed sensor.
237922 Electronic MPH 

speedometer 
(OEM 67027-96B)

MPH/KPH SPEEDOMETER FOR
1996 THRU 1998 SOFTAIL MODELS
This original equipment electronic
speedometer features a scale that gives
you your speed in both miles and
kilometers per hour. Can be used on all
models with the transmission mount
electronic speed sensor.
237914 Electronic MPH/KPH 

speedometer 
(OEM 67282-96B)

SPEEDOMETERS
Zodiac offers a complete line of
precision built speedometers. All
speedometers feature resetable trip
mileage indicator, speedo to dash
gasket and quality glass lens. These
within OEM calibration quality built
instruments are offered in 1:1 and 2:1
ratio with kilometers per hour or miles
per hour scale. The 2:1 ratio works with
all FL models 1947 thru 1967 as well
as FL models 1981-1984 with front
wheel driven speedometers and FX,
FXR and Sportster models with front
wheel drive speedo unit. The 1:1 ratio
works with FL-FX-FXWG models 1968
to present with transmission drive
speedo unit.

WHITE FACE 1936 THRU 1940 STYLE
169084 2:1 ratio MPH 5/8� nut
169026 1:1 ratio MPH 5/8� nut
169092 2:1 ratio KPH 5/8� nut

BLACK FACE 1946 THRU 1947 STYLE
169086 2:1 ratio MPH 5/8� nut
169093 2:1 ratio KPH 5/8� nut
169025 1:1 ratio MPH 5/8� nut
169027 2:1 ratio KPH 16 mm nut

BLACK FACE 1968 THRU 1984 STYLE
169091 2:1 ratio KPH 5/8� nut
169010 1:1 ratio KPH 5/8� nut
169094 2:1 ratio KPH 16 mm nut

Speedos
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SPEEDO/TACHO FOR
FAT BOB DASHES
A totally improved speedo and tacho
meter combination which fits all large
Fat Bob dashes from 1947 to present.
The precision-built speedometer is
combined with a solid state 6000 RPM
electronic tacho meter that accurately
tracks engine speed by reading the coil
output. The 1:1 ratio speedo meter
works with FL-FX-FXWG models 1968
up with transmission drive speedo unit.
The 2:1 ratio speedometer is used for
transmission drive units on 1947 thru
1967 models, as well as late model
front wheel drive applications. When
installed in conjunction with front wheel
drive units, one of our Custom speedo
cables must be used (ZPN 114152,
114246). Available in Miles per Hour
as well as Kilometers per Hour.

169165 Speedo/Tacho combo
2:1 MPH

169188 Speedo/Tacho combo
1:1 KPH

169189 Speedo/Tacho combo
2:1 KPH

SPEEDOMETERS FOR
FXWG-FXST-FLST MODELS
Special 2.21:1 ratio front wheel drive
speedometers to fit 1984 thru 1986
FXWG, 1984 thru 1990 FXST, FLST
models. Will also fit 1991 and later
FXST and FLST models, but these
speedos don't have the electronic reed
switch for self-canceling turn signals.
They feature 12 mm thread and come
with a gasket. Late-style trip reset knob
and screw must be used on 1984 thru
1989 models. 1990 and later models
use stock knob. Available in three face
styles.

169200 1962 thru 1967 face

169201 1946 thru 1947 face

169202 1936 thru 1940 face

POLICE SPECIAL SPEEDOMETERS
These large diameter speedo�s fit the
stock FL style dash as well as our Cat-
Eye dash and two and three light dash.
Police Special speedo�s are available
with 1:1, 2:1 and 2.21:1 ratio.
Speedo�s come complete with light
socket, bulb and gasket.

1:1 Ratio, fits all transmission driven
FL, FX, FXWG models 1968 thru 1984.
Has 5/8� cable connector thread.
169197 Police Special speedo MPH

2:1 Ratio, fits all transmission driven FL
models 1947 thru 1967 as well as
1980 thru 1984 models with front
wheel drive and Sportster, FX and FXR
models 1973 thru 1990 with front
wheel drive units. Has 5/8� cable
connector thread.
169198 Police Special speedo MPH

2.21:1 Ratio, fits front wheel drive
FXWG 1984 thru 1985 and FXST/FLST
1984 thru 1990. Has 12 mm cable
connector thread.
169191 Police Special speedo MPH

SPEEDOMETER MOUNTING KIT
169064 Fits all models with cast
dashes from 1968 to present. Kit
includes a rubber gasket (OEM 67067-
76), two mounting pins (OEM 67066-
76), two pin clips (OEM 67069-76),
and two grommets (OEM 67070-76).
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SPEEDOMETER FOR 
FXWG-FXST-FLST MODELS
169190 These front wheel drive
speedo�s have a special ratio (2.21:1) to
fit FXWG 1984-1985 and FXST/FLST
1984 thru 1990. They have 12 mm
connector thread and come complete with
gasket. Takes late (1990 up) style OEM or
Zodiac trip reset knob and screw. 

TACHOMETER FOR FX MODELS
169012 Stock replacement tacho-
meter for FX models 1973 thru 1982
with handlebar mounted instruments and
1977 thru 1984 FXS models with tank
mounted instruments (except FXWG &
FXST). Waterproof construction and
vibration resistant (OEM 92042-78A).

SPEEDO/TACHO
METER
MOUNTING
GASKETS

These foam rubber mounting gaskets
are direct replacements for the original
equipment�s parts. They fit the metal-
cased instruments used on Sportster, FX
and FXR models from 1983 to present
and are available with or without a visor.

169193 With visor (OEM 67039-83)
169194 Without visor 

(OEM 67104-83)

FX SPEEDOMETER
169180 Speedometer that fit all 1973
thru 1982 FX models with handlebar-
mounted instruments, and 1977 thru 1984
FX models, (except FXWG, FXST) with tank-
mounted instruments. This speedometer
has a 120 MPH face to make it easier to
read at a glance, and comes complete with
light socket, dash gasket and a mounting
bracket (OEM 67020-73B).

SPEEDOMETER FOR 1983 THRU
1990 FX/FXR AND SPORTSTER
169037 Stock replacement speedo-
meter for the steel cased speedo on
FX/FXR and Sportster models from
1983 thru 1990 (OEM 67020-85A).

HANDLEBAR MOUNTED TACHO-
METER FOR 1985 TO PRESENT
SPORTSTER MODELS
169041 This 6200 RPM tachometer
is a direct replacement for the Original
Equipment part fitted to Sportster
models from 1985 to present. However,
it can be used on all Sportster and Big
Twin models from 1983 to present
(OEM 67111-85).

METERS FOR SPORTSTER AND FXR
MODELS
Stock replacement speedometer with
MPH scale and tachometer with 8000
RPM scale for 1974 thru 1983
Sportster and 1982 thru 1983 FXR
models. Great for custom applications.

169008 Speedometer, MPH 
(OEM 67020-75B)

169009 Tachometer (OEM 92051-
75D & 92048-82

CHROME SPEEDO AND TACHO
COVER SET
Full-coverage chrome speedometer and
tachometer cover set. Easily slips over
the stock instrument housing, makes
use of the existing hardware without
any modification. Is a perfect match
with our chrome instrument mounting
brackets ZPN 169152 & 169158.

169154 Speedo tacho cover set, fits
FX(R) & Sportster 1984 thru
1990 with handlebar 
mounted speedo/tacho 
(OEM 67092-85/67112-83
and 67090-85/67105-83)

169155 Speedo cover only, fits 
single instrument FX(R) & 
Sportster 1984 thru 1990
(OEM 67090-85 
& 67105-83)

Speedos & Tachos
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PRO CYCLE CHROME 3 3/4� TACHOMETERS 
Precision 8,000 RPM tachometers with chrome plated
housings from Auto Meter, the very same company that
makes most reliable tachometer for race bikes and cars.
Race technology, quality and beauty in one. Pro Cycle
tachometers are water resistant and have 3 3/4 inch
diameter (95 mm). A mounting bracket is separately
available. For those that run single fire ignition a tach adapter
for use with the two coils is included. The Pro Meter tach is
available with a white, black or silver colored face.

239563 Tachometer with black face
239564 Tachometer with white face
239565 Tachometer with silver face
239571 Mounting bracket only
239574 Shock strap kit for mounting bracket
239572 Tach adapter only

PRO CYCLE 2 5/8� TACHOMETERS
Auto Meter offer a brilliant chrome 2 5/8� tachometer for
Custom street and show motorcycles. These water resistant
tachs are built with the same technology as Pro-Cycle's
racing products, have a 8000 RPM scale and work with all
stock and popular aftermarket 1 and 2 pulse ignitions (single
and dual fire). Available with black or white dial and many
choices of bezel and cup.

710600 Black dial with chrome bezel and cup
710601 White dial with chrome bezel and cup
710602 Black dial with aluminum bezel and black cup
710605 White dial with black bezel and cup

PRO CYCLE
RACING TACHO
METERS BY AUTO
METER
Auto Meter has set
the newest standard
in tacho meters for
Harley riders that
need instant,
accurate information

about motor RPM. These instruments feature the same
reliability and technological quality as Auto Meter�s race
proven automotive tachometers. They are water resistant
and come with a mounting bracket. For those using single
fire ignition with dual coils a tach adapter is included with
each tach. These tachometers offer accurate and visible
readings and good looks, which makes them perfect for the
serious racer, as well as for the show bike enthusiast. The
8,000 RPM tachometer is 3 3/4� in diameter, and the
10,000 RPM tachometer is 5� in diameter.

239560 3 3/4� Tachometer with bracket 8,000 RPM
239561 5� Tachometer with bracket 10,000 RPM
239571 Mounting bracket only
239574 Shock strap kit for mounting bracket
239572 Tach adapter only

PRO CYCLE 5�
RACING
TACHOMETER WITH
SHIFT LITE BY AUTO
METER
Auto Meter claims the
5� Pro Cycle tacho-
meter is the most
accurate unit available.
The scales runs to a

maximum of 10,000 RPM and the unit has a built-in shift war-
ning light to prevent you from over revving your engine. A must
for every serious Harley racer. The 5� diameter precision gauge
ensures optimal view on your accurate rpm, while the clear,
amber warning light tells you when to shift for maximum
performance. The shift lite can be set easily by a selector on the
gauge. Comes complete with mounting bracket. For those that
run single fire ignition a tach adapter for two coils is included.
Brackets for handlebar mount as well as the shock strap and
tach adapter are separately available.

239562 Tachometer with shift lite
239571 Mounting bracket
239574 Shock strap kit for mounting bracket
239572 Tach adapter
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PRO CYCLE COVER FOR 5�
TACHOMETER
Protects the face of your 5� Pro Cycle
tachometer against rain and dirt when
the bike is not in use. Will not fit the
tachometer with Shift Lite.
239576 5� Tachometer cover

ELECTRONIC MINI TACHOMETER
This electronic mini tachometer fits all
12 Volt Harley models. Comes in a 2
1/8� high and 2 3/8� diameter chrome
case and a polished steel bezel. Mounts
easily on every handlebar when using
our handlebar mounting clamp ZPN
169179.

169164 Electronic Mini tachometer
167393 Replacement bulb (10 pack)

MINI
SPEEDO/
TACHO
MOUNTING
CLAMP

169179 Mini speedo/tacho mounting
clamp complete with rubber bushing.
Also usable for Custom applications. A
perfect anti-vibration mount bracket.

MINI SPEEDOMETER WITH TRIP METER
An improved version of our mini
speedo-meter with the addition of a trip
meter to keep track of your mileage
since your last gas stop. Meters have a
2 3/8� diameter with 2 5/8� rim and are
2 1/8� high. Scales are available in
Miles per hour as well as Kilometer per
hour. Both have a 2:1 ratio and fits FL
models from 1947 thru 1967 with
transmission driven speedometers, FL
models from 1981 thru 1984 with front
wheel drive speedo drives, all FX and
FXR models with front wheel driven
speedo's and all Sportster and 
K models from 1954 thru 1995. These
mini speedometers come with an anti-
vibration handlebar mounting clamp.

169003 MPH scale
169004 KPH scale
167393 Replacement bulb (10 pack)

CHAMELEON 2 3/8" MINI
SPEEDOMETERS
A simple press of a button allows you to
change the color of lighting in the face of
these speedometers. You can switch
from Red, to Amber, to Blue, to Yellow,
to Green, to White, to Purple and back to
Red again. These speedo's feature a 2
3/8" (61 mm) diameter, 2 3/4" (70 mm)
long stainless steel housing with a high
luster polished finish, and a 2 5/8" (67
mm) chrome bezel ring. Available in 1:1

and 2:1 ratio with MPH or KM/H scale.
1:1 ratio Fits transmission driven FL
1968 thru 1989, FXWG 1980 thru
1984, and FX 1972 thru 1972.
169260 MPH scale
169261 KMH scale

2:1 ratio Fits FL 1947 thru 1967 &
1981 thru 1984, FX(R) 1973 thru
1994, and XL 1954 thru 1994
169262 MPH scale
169263 KMH scale

Mini Speedometers
2:1, fits FL 1947-1967 & 1981-
1984, FX/FXR 1973 to present, and
Sportster 1954 to present.
169065 KM/H scale
169020 MPH scale

1:1, fits transmission driven FL 1968-
1980, FXWG 1980-1983, FX 1971-
1972, and Triumph T120/150 1967 up.
169068 KM/H scale
169022 MPH scale

2.1:1, fits all Kawasaki, Honda, Suzuki,
Yamaha and most front wheel driven
European makes and models.
169021 KM/H scale
169023 MPH scale

Mini Tachometers
169031 2:1, fits all Harley except
models with electronic tacho, Norton all
models except Commando
169030 4:1, fits Honda 550/750/
1000/1100, all models Suzuki &
Yamaha, Triumph TR6/T120/T120,
Norton Commando, some BSA
169032 5:1, fits Kawasaki all models
Replacement bulbs
167393 Replacement bulb (10 pack)

Note: Mini speedo's and tacho's will
NOT replace electronic gauges

19-045

Speedo & Tachometers
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Mini Speedo & Tacho

PETITE 48
MM MINI
SPEEDO�S
AND
TACHO�S
�Petite�
speedo�s
and tacho�s
are 48 mm
diameter
with a top

ring of 52 mm, and are only 47 mm
long. Available are 1:1 ratio
speedometers in Kilometers per hour
and electronic tachometers for use with
dual fire ignition. Tachometers can also
be used with Single Fire ignition when
used in combination with our ZPN
232281 tacho meter adaptor.

160420 Mini Speedo, 1:1 ratio fits
transmission driven FL 
1968 thru 1980, FXWG 
1980 thru 1984, FX 1971 
thru 1972, black face

160428 Electronic Mini Tacho for 
Dual fire ignition, 12.000 
RPM scale, black face

MINI
VOLTAGE
METER 
48 MM
A great
match with
our mini
speedo's
and tacho's,
is only 48
mm in

diameter, 47 mm long and has a top ring of
52 mm. Housing is made out of high luster
polished stainless steel. Meter comes 
pre-wired for ease of installation.

169239 Mini Voltage meter

ODYSSEY FLAT OVAL DIGITAL MINI
METERS BY DAKOTA DIGITAL
For the Custom builder that wants more than
the average, Dakota Digital developed a
unique and series of precision digital flat oval
shaped instruments. These digital
instruments utilize Dakota's high contrast teal
display for easier daytime viewing and can be
mounted directly on the handlebar, in the
above or below position, or with a flat or 35
triple-tree mount. Available as speedo, tacho
or as a digital info center with digital speedo,
bar-graph tacho, and indicators for turn
signal, high beam, low oil and neutral. Meter
housings and mounting hardware are high
quality chrome plated. Meters, mounts and
sensors must be separately ordered.

Digital Mini Speedometer
Adjustable speedometer with odometer
reading. This speedometer can be driven by
the OEM electronic speed sensor when used
in combination with the Dakota adapter,
inductive sensor (for counting gear tooth) as
well as a normal cable when used with the
unique Dakota pulse generator. Available
with 0-250 MPH KPH scale. Measures 4
1/8� long, 2� wide and 1 3/4� high. Meters,
mounts and sensors must be separately
ordered.
731484 Mini digital speedometer KPH
731483 Mini digital speedometer MPH

731487 Cable driven pulse 
generator

731488 Inductive sensor

731486 Adaptor for use with OEM 
sensor

OVAL MINI TACHOMETER
A quick response tachometer that works with
Single and Dual fire ignitions. RPM range from
0 - 8,000 RPM. Scale reading is accurate in
increments of 100 RPM. Measures 
4 1/8� long, 2� wide and 1 3/4� high. Mount
must be separately ordered.

731485 Oval mini tachometer

NEW
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Information Center
Dakota�s Info Center features an easy to
calibrate speedometer in your choice of KPH or
MPH, odometer with trip odometer, a quick
response bar graph tachometer with 0 - 8.000
RPM in 100 RPM increments and indicators for
turn signal, high beam, low oil and neutral.
Measures 6 1/2� long, 2� wide and 1 3/4� high.
Meters, mounts and sensors must be separately
ordered.

731482 Information Center, KPH
731481 Information Center, MPH
731487 Cable driven pulse generator
731488 Inductive sensor
731486 Adaptor for use with OEM 

sensor

Mounts for Dakota Digital Flat Oval meters

Mounts for flat oval speedometer,
tachometer, and information center
Handlebar mounts work in both the over
as well as the under handlebar position.

731489 For 1� handlebars
731490 For 1 1/4� handlebars 
731491 For 1 1/2� handlebars
731492 Flat triple tree mount
731493 35° triple tree mount

DIGITAL
INSTRUMENT
PANEL
This is the latest

in digital instrument panels. This Hi-
Tech box is only 2" wide and 3.35" long
and provide you with all the info you
need. It provides speedometer and
tachometer functions and all the
required indicator lights in the correct
colors such as oil, neutral, right turn-
and left turn signal and high beam. This
instrument utilizes daylight readable
L.E.D.�s for viewing in direct sunlight
and a daylight sensor for auto dimming
at night. Note: Digital output from
transmission sensor and from ignition
module is required, device will not work
straight off the coil.

731913 Digital speedo/tacho for bar
mount

731914 Digital speedo/tacho for
panel mount

731915 Clamp for 1" bars
731916 Clamp for 1 1/4" bars
731917 Clamp for 1 1/2" bars

Speedo & Tachometers

NEW
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ODYSSEY ROUND DIGITAL MINI
METERS BY DAKOTA DIGITAL
For the Custom builder that wants more
than the average, Dakota Digital
developed a unique and very complete
series of precision digital round
instruments. These digital instruments
are available as speedo, tacho, oil
pressure, oil temperature, voltage and
head temperature meter. Speedometers
are available in 3 3/8� as well as 2
1/16� and tachometers are 
3 3/8� (86 mm) diameter, oil pressure,
oil temperature, voltage and cylinder
head temperature meters are 2 1/16�
(52 mm) diameter and fit most
aftermarket mounts. Sensors must be
separately ordered.

3 3/8� Mini Speedometer
Adjustable speedometer with odometer
reading. A unique alpha numeric read
out is used to display odometer, trip
odometer, service meter, high speed
recall, and 0-60 time. This
speedometer can be driven by the OEM
electronic speed sensor when used in
combination with the Dakota adapter,
inductive sensor (for counting gear
tooth) as well as a normal cable when
used with the unique Dakota pulse
generator. Available with 0-250 MPH
scale or KPH scale.

731495 Mini digital speedometer 
KPH

731494 Mini digital speedometer 
MPH

731468 Cable driven pulse 
generator

731469 Inductive sensor
731470 Adaptor for use with OEM 

sensor

3 3/8� Digital Mini tachometer
Displays RPM along with high RPM
recall, shift point set, and hour meter.
RPM range from 0 - 9,990 RPM. Scale
reading is accurate in 10 RPM resolution.
731499 Digital Mini tachometer

2 1/16� Mini Speedometer
Adjustable speedometer with odometer
reading. This speedometer can be
driven by the OEM electronic speed
sensor when used in combination with
the Dakota adapter, inductive sensor
(for counting gear tooth) as well as a
normal cable when used with the
unique Dakota pulse generator.
Available with 0-250 MPH scale or
KPH scale.

731449 Mini digital speedometer 
KPH

731448 Mini digital speedometer 
MPH

731468 Cable driven pulse 
generator

731469 Inductive sensor
731470 Adaptor for use with OEM 

sensor

2 1/16� Digital Mini Voltmeter
Reads the system voltage. Scale range
from 8 to 17 Volts with a 0.1 Volt
resolution.
731500 Digital Mini Voltmeter 

2 1/16� Digital Mini Oil Pressure Gauge
Scale range from 0 to 150 PSI with a 1
PSI resolution. Must be used in
combination with the Dakota Digital
pressure sensor.
731501 Digital Mini Oil Pressure Gauge
731475 Oil pressure sensor

2 1/16� Digital Mini Oil Temperature
Meter
Available in your choice of Fahrenheit or
Celsius reading. Scale range from 0-
400° F or 0-200° C in 1° increments.
Must be used with the Dakota Digital oil
temperature sensor.

731497 Digital Mini oil temperature 
meter, Celsius or Fahrenheit

731478 Oil temperature sensor

2 1/16� Digital Mini Cylinder Head
Temperature Meter
Scale range from 0-600° Fahrenheit in 5°
increments. Must be used with the Dakota
Digital cylinder head temperature sensor.
731496 Digital Mini cylinder head 

temperature meter
731480 Cylinder head temperature 

sensor
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ODYSSEY DASH MOUNT DIGITAL
MINI METERS BY DAKOTA DIGITAL
For the Custom builder that wants to
install more than the average meter in a
dash or fairing, Dakota Digital
developed a unique and very complete
series of precision Custom dash mount
digital instruments. These digital
instruments are available as tacho, oil
pressure, oil temperature, voltage and
head temperature meter. Sensors must
be separately ordered.

Bar-graph Mini tachometer
Displays RPM in the range from 0 -
8,000 RPM in 100 RPM increments.
731471 Bar-graph Mini tachometer

Digital Mini tachometer
Displays RPM in the range from 0 -
9,990 RPM in 10 RPM increments.
731472 Digital mini tachometer

Digital Mini Oil Pressure Gauge
Scale range from 0 to 150 PSI with a 
1 PSI resolution. Must be used in
combination with the Dakota Digital
pressure sensor.
731474 Digital mini Oil Pressure 

Gauge
731475 Oil pressure sensor

Digital Mini Oil Temperature Meter
Available in your choice of Fahrenheit or
Celsius reading. Scale range from 
0-400° F or 0-200° C in 1s increments.
Must be used with the Dakota Digital 
oil temperature sensor.

731477 Digital mini oil temperature
meter, Celsius

731476 Digital mini oil temperature
meter, Fahrenheit

731478 Oil temperature sensor

Digital Mini Cylinder Head
Temperature Meter
Scale range from 0-600° Fahrenheit in
5° increments. Must be used with the
Dakota Digital cylinder head
temperature sensor.
731479 Digital mini cylinder head

temperature meter
731480 Cylinder head temperature

sensor

Digital Mini Voltmeter
Reads the system voltage. Scale range
from 8 to 17 volts with a 0.1 Volt
resolution.
731473 Digital mini Voltmeter

Dimensions in millimeters
ZPN 731471 Bar-graph mini
tachometer A = 86 mm, all others 
A = 68 mm. All other dimensions are
the same for all meters; B = 47 mm, 
C = 6 mm, D = 40 mm, E = 40 mm, 
F = 79 mm.

Speedo & Tachometers
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MMB�S 48 MM MINI SPEEDO�S, TACHO�S AND GAUGES
Many bike builders put in a lot of effort to give their bike a
unique and personal appearance. Many times they are
limited in their choice of speedo�s, tacho�s and other
handlebar instruments. Today, however, MMB provides them
a variety of mini gauges in various colors. The conservative
builder can continue with his preference of black and white
gauges, while those who want more can choose from,
yellow, red, or blue. These mini gauges have a diameter as
little as 48 mm with a top ring of 52 mm. The housing has
a length of 47 mm. Available are cable driven and electronic
driven speedometers in Kilometers per hour as well as Miles
per hour, tachometers, clocks, volt meters and a mini control
panel with 4 control lights. Faces are available in black,
white, red, yellow and blue. These meters feature all chrome
housing and dial illumination. All meters come complete
with chrome mounting bracket.

A. Mini Speedo
1:1 ratio Fits transmission driven FL 1968 thru 1980,
FXWG 1980 thru 1984, FX 1971 thru 1972.
Scale Black White Red Yellow Blue
KM/H 710200 710204 710208 710212 710216
MPH 710201 710205 710209 710213 710217

2:1 ratio Fits FL 1947 thru 1967 & 1981 thru 1984, FX(R)
1973 thru present and Sportster 1954 to present.
Scale Black White Red Yellow Blue
KM/H 710202 710206 710210 710214 710218
MPH 710203 710207 710211 710215 710219

B. Electronic Mini Tacho for Dual and Single fire with 8000
RPM scale. For dual fire, Fits all 12 volt dual fire models
with points or electronic ignition.
Black White Red Yellow Blue
710220 710221 710222 710223 710224

A. Cable driven Mini Speedo
B. Electronic Mini Tacho 

for Dual and Single fire 
with 8000 RPM scale.
C. Mini Volt meters
D. Mini Digital Clock
E. Mini instrument panel
F. Electronic driven 

Mini Speedo

For single Fire, Fits all 12 volt models with single fire
ignition. Does not require the use of Single Fire tachadaptor.
Black White Red Yellow Blue
710352 710351 710354 710353 710355

C. Mini Volt meters
Black White Red Yellow Blue
710225 710226 710227 710228 710229

D. Mini Digital Clock, Feature an internal battery to indicate
the correct time.
Black White
710237 710238

E. Mini instrument panel with control light for indicator,
neutral, high beam and oil pressure.
Black White Yellow Red Blue
710233 710234 710235 710198 710199

F. Electronic Speedo
Can be used with OEM transmission mounted or aftermarket
speed sensor. Features LCD display for the read out of time,
total distance, trip distance and analogue read of your speed.
All you got to do is to install two mini switches (like our ZPN
741160) to switch between the different read outs.

Black White
KM/H 710370 710371
MPH 710372 710373

Replacement parts
710236 Bulb for dial illumination with socket and wire

AAAA
A

B
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ODOMETER
RESET CABLE
FOR HARLEY
FX

110053 Complete odometer reset
cable assembly for all 4 Speed FX
models (except FXWG) 1973 thru
1984. Includes all necessary parts and
is fully assembled (OEM 67210-73).

SPEEDO 
SOCKET WITH
BULB
169062

Speedo light socket complete with 12
Volt bulb. Fits all Zodiac speedo�s as
well as the OEM FL style speedo�s
(OEM 71151-70)

CHROME
SPEEDO-
METER KNOB
AND SCREW

116043 Long, fits all Softail models
from 1990 to present  (OEM 67215-89)
116044 Short, Fits FXLR models from
1984 thru 1994 (OEM 67108-83)

SPEEDO-
METER KNOB
AND SCREW

116042 Replacement knob and
screw set for large, dash mounted
speedometers as used on FX 1971
thru 1972, FXWG-FXST 1980 thru
1987 and FL 1968 thru 1984 (OEM
67215-68 & 67217-68).

ANTIQUE
SPEEDO 
169098

A reproduction of the thin stem
speedometer/odometer reset knob for
Big Twin speedometers. Must be used
when installing a stamped steel two-
light, three-light or cat-eye dash,
because of the narrower reset knob
opening (10 pack).

RUBBER BOOT
FOR SPEEDO-
METER CABLE

Made from black flexible rubber,
protects your cable and drive unit from
harmful dirt, dust and moisture. Sold in
shop packs of 10.
116041 Speedo cable rubber boot 

(OEM 66996-85T)

SPEEDO CABLES
Available in black vinyl and braided
stainless steel for both transmission and
front wheel drive.

Transmission drive Speedo cables.
Fits all 1962 thru 1980 FL, 1971 thru
1972 FX, 1980 thru 1983 FXWG.
Also fits 1954 thru 1972 XL when one
piece Fat Bob tank with FL style
speedo is used 
(OEM 67026-62). Stock cable is 35�
(89 cm) long.
114030 Stock length, black vinyl
114031 4� longer than stock, black vinyl
114236 6� longer than stock, black vinyl
114032 12� longer than stock, black vinyl
114235 Stock length, braided steel
Fits all transmission driven Zodiac mini
speedo's. Cable is 53� (135 cm) long
114017 Black vinyl
114519 Braided steel

RUBBER SPEEDOMETER
DAMPENER
169192 This simply to install die-cut
rubber dampener fits FL style
speedometers when used with cast
dash on many Big-Twin models from
1968 to present. It helps absorb
harmful vibration, making units easier
to read and last longer (OEM 67115-
91) (sold each).

CUSTOM FRONT WHEEL DRIVEN
SPEEDO METER CABLE
This unique front wheel drive speedo
cable allows you to combine any of our
large FL style 2:1 speedometers,
including our latest FL style speedo with
built in tach with front wheel speedo
drive units. Each cable is complete with
2 cable to speedo head nuts to fit either
the large FL speedo with 5/8� fitting or
the later (1982 up) metal cased FX/XL
speedo with 16 mm fitting. Also
replaces the OEM cable on 1984 FXWG
and FXST. May be used on 1941 thru
1984 FL models with front wheel
driven speedometers and when our Fat
Bob style tank is installed on the FXR
and XL models. 
Note: Always check the length of your
old speedo cable before ordering (F.Y.I.
1� = 2.54 cm).

114152 Stock length, 38 1/2�
(98 cm) long

114246 4� longer than stock
114248 Stock length, 38 1/2�

(98 cm) long Braided steel
114242 4� longer than stock

Braided steel

Speedo Accessories
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Speedo, Tacho Cables & Drive Units

FRONT WHEEL DRIVE SPEEDO
CABLES
Fits FX models 1973 thru 1985 (except
FXWG/FXST), FXRS/FXRT 1984 to
present, XLX/XLCH 1973, XLX/XLS
1983 thru 1985, Sportster 883/1100
1986 to present. Stock cable is 
38 1/2� (98 cm) long.

114003 Stock length, black vinyl 
(OEM 67051-73 & 67052-
78A)

114155 4� Longer than stock, black
vinyl (OEM 67054-83)

114135 6� Longer than stock, black vinyl
114001 8� Longer than stock, black vinyl
114264 Stock length, braided steel
114269 4� Longer than stock, 

braided steel

Fits XLH/XLCH 1974 thru 1983, XLS
1979 thru 1982, FXWG/FXST 1985
thru 1995, FXR 1982 thru 1983 
and all front wheel driven Zodiac & 
MMB mini speedo's. Stock cable is 
38 1/2� (98 cm) long.
114006 Stock length, black vinyl. 

(OEM 67051-74 & 67024-
84 & 67038-84)

114147 4� Longer than stock, black 
vinyl (OEM 67060-79A)

114137 6� Longer than stock, black vinyl
114000 8� Longer than stock, black vinyl
114099 Stock length, braided steel 

(OEM 67051-74 & 67024-
84 & 67038-84)

114274 4� Longer than stock, 
braided steel

114277 6� Longer than stock, 
braided steel

Fits front wheel drive FL(T)(TC) 1981
thru 1986
114033 Standard length, black vinyl

(OEM 67026-81)

SPEEDO DRIVE UNITS FOR
HARLEY DAVIDSON
Perfect replica of the OEM speedo drive
units. These units work with any of our
2-to-1 ratio speedo's.

116032 Fits FX 1973 thru 1980 and
XL 1974 thru 1983 with 19� Narrow
Glide front wheels (OEM 67127-73)
116036 Fits FXE/FXS 1980 thru 1984
and FXR thru 1984 (OEM 67124-80)
116028 Fits FL models 1981 thru
1984, FLT/FLHT 1982 thru 1986 
(OEM 67073-81)
116030 Fits FXWG/FXST/FXSTC/
FLSTF 1984 to present, with 21� front
wheel (OEM 67120-84B)
116034 Fits FXR/FXRS/XL 1984 to 
present with 19� Narrow Glide front

CHROME SPEEDO DRIVE COVERS
The finishing touch for your front end.
Available to fit virtually every speedometer
drive unit used since
1973, and designed to clear the Original
Equipment black rubber cable boot.

301857 Fits all Sportster, FX and
FXR models with 35 mm front forks
(except XR 1000) from 1973 thru
1983, 4 Speed FL models from 1981
thru 1984 as well as FL(H)T models
from 1982 thru 1986
301856 Fits 1983 XR 1000 as well
as all narrow glide models from  1984
to present
301855 Fits 1993 FXDWG, all
Softail and 4 Speed FXWG models from
1984 to present, as well as all FL(H)T
and wheels (OEM 67127-84A)

REAR WHEEL SPEEDO DRIVE KIT
FOR SOFTAIL
This is the ultimate accessory when you
want to have a clean front end on your pre
1995 Softail. Can also be used on other
front wheel drive models with 16� rear
wheel and tank mounted speedo. This kit
eliminates the need of the front wheel
speedo drive and �Always in the Way�
speedo cable running from the front wheel
to the tank mounted speedo. Our Rear
Wheel Speedo Drive Kit includes a rear
wheel speedo drive unit with chrome plated
cover, a 72 1/2� black vinyl speedo drive
cable with 12 mm speedometer connector,
a zinc coated bushing to replace the front
wheel speedo drive unit and all other
required hardware for a quick and easy do-
it-yourself job, fits Softail models 1986 thru
1995. This kit is mounted on the left side
of the motorcycle.
116045 Complete kit

Replacement parts
114570 Speedo cable, black vinyl 
116060 Speedo drive unit 
301855 Chrome speedo drive unit 

cover 

CHROME SPEEDO DRIVE COVER
301882 Speedo drive cover fits all
Softail and 4 Speed FXWG models from
1984 to present as well as all FLT,
FLHT and FLHS models from 1987 to
present. FLHS models from 1987 to
present
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SPEEDOMETER
DRIVE
ASSEMBLY FOR
45 C.I MODELS
116048 A

perfect reproduction of the rear wheel
speedometer drive, as used on the 45
C.I. side valve solo models from 1937
thru 1952. Has a chrome finish (OEM
67129-37).

TRANSMISSION
DRIVEN SPEEDO
METER DRIVE
UNIT

116040 Perfect replica of the OEM
transmission speedometer drive units as
used on FL models from 1969 thru
1980, FX models from 1970 thru 1972
and FXWG models from 1980 thru
1983 (OEM 67130-69).

ELECTRONIC SPEED SENSORS
Transmission mounted OEM equipment
speed sensor. Will fit all stock Big Twin
5 speed transmissions 1994 to present
Zodiac 5 and 6 speed transmissions all
ECO-line 5 and 6 speed transmissions,
as well as many other aftermarket RSD
transmissions including most Right Side
Drive transmissions.
237509 Fits Softail models 1996 to
present (OEM 74437-96)
720179 Fits Dyna and FLH/FLT
models 1994 to present (OEM 74420-94)

CABLE GUIDE 
BRACKET
090067 Chrome
plated bracket used

as a cable guide for routing clutch or
speedo cables on many Harley models.
Also usable as gas line routing or tie-
down/bungee cord bracket. Sold in 10
pack (OEM 38623-68).

SPEEDO CABLE MOUNTING CLIP
FOR FL-FX
114185 Stainless Steel mounting clip.
Used on transmission driven, dash
mounted speedo. For routing the speedo
cable, mounts under the case stud nut
in between the cylinders (OEM 67075-
57A).

BILLET ALUMINUM SPEEDO CABLE
GUIDE BY PRO-ONE
Don�t let your speedo cable scratch your
paint. Install this billet speedo cable
guide and sleep better at night. Can be
used on any models.
237857 Speedo cable guide chrome

3-LIGHT SPEEDO AND TACHO
MOUNTING BRACKET
169152 Show-chromed top quality
mounting bracket fits FXR 1984 thru
1985, and Sportster and FX models
with 3-light warning lamp assembly.
These deep blue chromed brackets
replace the OEM black finished bracket.
Made from heavy gauge steel and
perfectly formed (OEM 67036-83 &
67110-83T & 67089-85).

4-LIGHT SPEEDO AND TACHO
MOUNTING BRACKET
169158 The same top quality
chrome plating and exacting fit as ZPN
169152, but machined for 1986 to
present models equipped with the 
4-light warning lamp assembly (OEM
67036-86 & 67161-86 & 67110-86).

4-LIGHT SOLO SPEEDO BRACKET
301669 Chrome plated gauge
bracket for replacing the black finished
OEM bracket on all XL 1983 to present
and FXR 1984 thru 1994 with single
instrument. The all steel bracket wraps
over the upper rim of the instrument
reducing glare and adding a functional,
gleaming chrome highlight. Accepts the
late model 4-lite warning lamp
assembly (OEM 67053-86).

CHROME DUAL SPEEDO TACHO VISOR
169151 A chrome plated instrument
backing plate and visor fits all dual
handlebar mounted instruments models
1984 thru 1988 (except FXLR). Mounts
easily beneath the standard equipment
mounting bracket. The visor provides a
better, clear, glare-free observation of the
instruments and warning lamps. A perfect
combination with our 3- and 4-light
speedo tacho mounting brackets.

Speedo Drive Units & Covers

NEW
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Speedo Brackets

MW �DIGITAL SPEEDO� CUSTOM
HANDLEBAR CLAMP & MINI METER
BRACKETS
These unique design, CNC machined
billet aluminum Custom handlebar
clampsfeature a very small lighted
digital speedo that can be switched
from KPH into MPH and also gives trip
and time. All kits come with a electronic
wheel sensor and can be programmed
for use with any wheel size by following
the easy to read multi-lingual
instructions. Can also be connected to
transmission mount electric speedo
drive when ZPN 710398 adapter kit is
used. These handlebar clamps are
designed for use with MW meter
brackets. Flat meter brackets fitted in an
angle of 40° for excellent visibility.
When you want the meters fitted flat
you can use the 40° angle brackets.
Meter brackets are available to take
single or dual MMB mini meters such as
tacho, Volt meter or mini instrument
panel or Auto Meter tacho's. Handlebar
clamps fit most Harley models from
1973 to present with four bolt-style
risers. Note: All parts are sold
separately, not as a kit.

710424 Handlebar clamp with 
digital speedo

710434 Angled single meter bracket
710436 Cup for MMB tacho, clock, 

Volt meter or instrument 
panel

710398 Optional adapter kit

Note: All parts are sold separately, not
as a kit.

710425 Handlebar clamp with 
digital speedo, and control 
light holes

710435 Angled dual meter bracket
710429 Cup with cable hole for 

MMB speedo
710436 Cup for MMB tacho, clock, 

Volt meter or instrument 
panel

710398 Optional adapter kit

MW CUSTOM HANDLEBAR CLAMP &
MINI METER BRACKETS
These MW Custom handlebar clamps
are prepared for the use of MW's meter
brackets for single or dual MMB meters
or Auto Meter tacho's. All parts are CNC
machined from billet aluminum and
have a high-gloss polished finish. They
fit most Harley models from 1973 to
present with four bolt-style risers.

Note: All parts are sold separately, not
as a kit.

710427 Handlebar clamp with 
control light holes

710435 Angled dual meter bracket
710429 Cup with cable hole for 

MMB speedo
710436 Cup for MMB tacho, clock, 

Volt meter or instrument 
panel

Note: All parts are sold separately, 
not as a kit.
710426 Handlebar clamp
710434 Angled single meter bracket
710429 Cup with cable hole for 

MMB speedo

A. 710430 Bracket for flat 
mounting of a single 
MMB meter

B. 710434 Bracket for 40° mounting
of a single MMB meter

A. 710432 Bracket for flat mounting
of an Auto Meter tacho

B. 710433 Bracket for 40° mounting
of an Auto Meter tacho

A. 710431 Bracket for flat mounting 
of dual MMB meters

B. 710435 Bracket for 40° angled
mounting of dual MMB
meters

A B

B

A B

B A

A
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Optional meter cups, must be used
when installing MMB meters
710429 Cup with cable hole for 

MMB speedo
710436 Cup for MMB tacho, clock, 

Volt meter or instrument 
panel

741230 Cup for electronic MMB 
speedo, must be ordered 
with 2 buttons of ZPN 
370314 for speedo 
adjustments

A. 721833 Cup with integrated 
bracket for flat 
mounting of 2 5/8� Auto
Meter tacho 

B. 721834 Cup with integrated 
bracket for 40° angled 
mounting of 2 5/8� Auto
Meter tacho 

MW CUSTOM HANDLEBAR CLAMP
This MW Custom handlebar clamp is
CNC machined from billet aluminum
and has a high-gloss polished finish.
Fits most Harley models from 1973 to
present with four bolt-style risers.
Available as a handlebar clamp with
control light holes.
710428 Handlebar clamp with 

control light holes

TRANSMISSION MOUNT ADAPTER
FOR DIGITAL SPEEDO'S
This is a very easy to mount adapter for
use on all 1996 to present models with
the transmission mount electronic
speedo pick up. It has been especially
developed for use with MW digital
speedometers.
710398 Digital speedo transmission 

adapter

MW �DIGITAL SPEEDO� CUSTOM
HANDLEBAR CLAMP
These CNC machined aluminum Custom
handlebar clamps feature a very small
lighted digital speedo that can be
switched from KPH into MPH and also
gives trip and time. All kits come with a
electronic wheel sensor and can be
programmed for use with any wheel size
by following the easy to read multi-
lingual instructions. Can also be
connected to transmission mount electric
speedo drive when ZPN 710398 adapter
kit is used. Handlebar clamps fit most
Harley models from 1973 to present with
four bolt-style risers.

710422 With digital speedo

710423 With digital speedo and 
control light holes 

Speedo Brackets

A B
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Speedo Brackets

MW �DIGITAL SPEEDO� CLAMP &
MINI METER BRACKETS
These unique design Custom handlebar
clamps feature a very small lighted
digital speedo that can be switched
from KPH into MPH and also gives trip
and time. This digital speedo can be
attached to the gear box speed sensor
when ZPN 710398 adapter kit is used,
or to the included electronic wheel
sensor and can be programmed for use
with any wheel size by following the
easy to read multi-lingual instructions.
Clamps are CNC machined from billet
aluminum and have a high-gloss
polished finish. Also available with a
bracket to take our MMB mini meters
such as tacho, Volt meter or mini
instrument panel. These �Digital
Speedo� clamps look even greater when
you also fit a pair of MW squared billet
aluminum risers (ZPN 710399 &
721879).

710416 With digital speedo and 
meter bracket

710417 With digital speedo, meter 
bracket and control light 
holes

710414 With digital speedo
710415 With digital speedo and 

control light holes

ROCKER BOX MOUNTED DIGITAL
LCD LED SPEEDO
Digital instruments and LED technology
are a welcomed part for each custom
bike in the 21st century. The LCD
speedometer shows speed, total
distance and trip distance in large digits
and also features bright blue LED
illumination. Speedometer is easy
programmable with a 2-switch
mechanism. Comes complete with a
billet aluminum bracket that mounts to
the rear rocker box, and features 3 holes
for the OEM control lights. Also included
is a special speed sensor, but can also
be used with OEM transmission
mounted speed sensors when used in
conjunction with a separately available
speed sensor adapter. These LCD/LED
speedometers are in KM/H and
available with a chrome plated or
polished aluminum bracket for 1984
thru 1999 Evolution Big Twin models,
and 1999 to present Twin Cam models.

Fits 1984 thru 1999 Evolution Big
Twin models
722503 Polished
722504 Chrome

Fits 2000 to present Twin Cam models
722505 Polished
722506 Chrome

710398 Adapter for OEM trans-
mission mounted speed
sensor

MW �DIGITAL SPEEDO� CLAMP &
AUTOMETER BRACKETS
These unique design Custom handlebar
clamps feature a very small lighted
digital speedo that can be switched
from KPH into MPH and also gives trip
and time. This digital speedo can be
attached to the gear box speed sensor
when ZPN 710398 adapter kit is used.
Alternatively the included electronic
wheel sensor can be used. The digital
speedo is programmable for use with
any wheel size by following the easy to
read multi-lingual instructions. Clamps
are CNC machined from billet
aluminum and have a high-gloss
polished finish. They are designed to
take Auto Meter 3 3/4� or 5� tacho's.
These �Digital Speedo� clamps look
even greater when you also fit a pair of
MW squared billet aluminum risers
(ZPN 710399).

Bracket with digital speedo and meter
cup
721831 For Auto Meter 2 5/8� 
721832 For Auto Meter 2 5/8� and 

control lights 
710418 For Auto Meter 3 3/4�
710419 For Auto Meter 3 3/4� and 

control lights
710420 For Auto Meter 5�
710421 For Auto Meter 5� and 
control lights holes

Optional
710399 Squared billet aluminum 

2 3/8� high risers

NEW
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MW NARROW CLAMP FOR 48 MM
SPEEDO CUP
These CNC machined aluminum
custom handlebar clamps accept your
choice of cup and MMB speedo, tacho,
clock, Voltmeter or instrument panel.
Clamps are extra narrow to make them
work with risers upto 50 mm in
diameter. Clamps come with a cable
opening, to route the internal handlebar
wiring neatly through the clamp. The
clamp is available in a version with
three control light holes as well as
without control light holes.

741231 Without control light holes
741232 With control light holes

MW NARROW CLAMP FOR DUAL 48
MM SPEEDO CUPS
These CNC machined aluminum
custom handlebar clamps accept your
choice of cups and MMB speedo, tacho,
clock, Voltmeter or instrument panel.
Clamps are extra narrow to make them
work with risers upto 
50 mm in diameter. Clamps come with
a cable opening, to route the internal
handlebar wiring neatly through the
clamp. The clamp is available in a
version with three control light holes as
well as without control light holes.

741233 Without control light holes
741234 With control light holes

MW BILLET ALUMINUM SPEEDO
BRACKETS FOR T-BARS
These billet aluminum speedo & tacho
brackets are designed to bolt straight on
to any 1� T-bar with stock center to
center distance and take the 48 mm
mini MMB meters. The rubber inserts
that are integrated in the clamping
section help to isolate your instruments
from the bike's vibrations. No hardware
exposed for a clean Custom look.
Available for single or dual meters and
with and without factory idiot lights and
all beautifully high-gloss polished.
710440 Fits single mini meter

710437 Fits single mini meter and 
control lights

710438 Fits dual mini meters

710439 Fits dual mini meters and 
control lights

REPLACEMENT MW DIGITAL
SPEEDO
Replacement digital speedo as used in
all MW billet aluminum Digital Speedo
brackets. Can also be used for custom
applications, using the included
electronic wheel sensor that can be
programmed for use with any wheel
size. Easy to read multi-lingual
instructions for the programming are
also included. This digital speedo can
also be used with a ZPN 710398
adapter kit to connect it to an OEM
gearbox speed sensor.

721951 Replacement digital speedo

Note: These late gray units do not fit
early MW Digital Speedo brackets that
were supplied with a black digital
speedo

Speedo Brackets
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Speedo Brackets & Indicator Lights

INDICATOR LIGHTS
OEM type indicator lights. Oil indicator
shows a red lighted oil canister icon,
High Beam a blue high beam icon,
Neutral indicator a green �N�, and turn
signal indicators show a green arrow.
The red pursuit indicator has no icon.
Stock replacement for most models.
Will also fit most aftermarket brackets
and handlebar clamps such as our MW
speedo meter brackets and handlebar
clamps.

731343 Oil indicator light, red 
(OEM 68020-92A)

731344 Turn signal indicator light, 
green (OEM 68021-92A)

731345 High beam indicator light, 
blue (OEM 68023-92A)

731346 Neutral indicator light, 
green (OEM 68024-92A)

731347 Pursuit indicator light, red 
(OEM 68022-92A)

MW PAN AM BILLET RISERS
These Pan Am risers are made from
billet aluminum and have a mirror shine
polished finish. They are only 2 3/8�
(60 mm) high and are a perfect match
with MW�s Digital Speedo clamps. Fits
most stock and stock style triple trees
with OEM handlebar dampers.
721879 MW Pan AM aluminum 

risers

MW BILLET ALUMINUM RISERS
These squared MW risers are CNC
machined from solid blocks of billet
aluminum and have a beautiful polished
finish. They slightly pull back and give a
rise of 2 3/8� (60 mm).
710399 MW Squared Billet 

Aluminum  risers

A.R.T. BRACKET ASSEMBLY FOR
AUTO METER TACHOMETERS
Designed to easily handlebar mount the
Auto Meter tachometer. Available in
both angled and straight styles these
brackets are made to suit your needs.
They fit the Auto Meter tachometers
found elsewhere in this catalog and
work on all Harley models. They are
precision machined from billet
aluminum to securely hold your tach.
Designed to eliminate problems
associated with vibration, the foam
rubber dampening reduces vibration to
keep the tach working longer. Brackets
are hand polished to a mirror finish.
238162 Straight tachometer 

bracket

238163 Angled tachometer bracket




